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BM0018. A plunge in demand from India led Burma’s bean and pulse exports to drop sharply by 75
percent from 321,181 MT in June 2009 to 79,447 MT in June 2010. The Government of Burma (GOB)
began to regulate foreign companies based in Rangoon and their local trade agents to buy domestic
production in only foreign currency for export.

Trade
A plunge in demand from India led Burma’s bean and pulse exports to drop sharply by 75 percent
from 321,181 MT in June 2009 to 79,447 MT in June 2010. Matpe accounted for 62 percent of the
total exports, followed by Toor Whole (Pigeon pea) 25 percent and Mung bean 9 percent. India
remained the largest buyer accounting for 84 percent of total exports. Border trade with China totaled
2,147 MT or 3 percent of total exports.
Domestically, 320 MT of Matpe raw, 20,200 MT of Matpe ready cargo, 3,200 MT of Matpe special
quality ready cargo, and 50 MT of Toor Whole were traded at the Bayint Naung Market, Rangoon in
June.
Beans and Pulses Exports by Types and Destination in June 2010 (MT)

Export prospects
Due to the concern that trade manipulation had led to high domestic price fluctuation and a relatively
low level of rice and bean exports in 2010 would lead to much reduced inflow of foreign currencies
into the Burmese economy, the GOB began to regulate foreign companies based in Rangoon and their
local trade agents to buy production in only foreign currency for export. This rule as well as the slack
in demand from India caused domestic prices to reduce by 10 percent in the last two months.
The export demand should remain inactive following a likelihood of good bean and pulse production
in India until September when bean and pulse supplies in this country should decline
significantly. Typically, India produces about 16 million MT per annum as compared to 18 million
MT of domestic consumption. Therefore, falling short supplies of 2 million MT were satisfied by the
imports from Canada, Australia and Burma.
This slack in demand has affected domestic trade in the BayintNaung Wholesale Commodity
Exchange Centre. Although foreign buyers agreed to purchase 50,000 MT of beans of pulses on a
monthly basis, only 30,000 MT were traded in June.

